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Abstract 

The human hand has evolved to be remarkably good at skillfully manipulating 

objects. This manipulation requires knowledge of the dynamic properties of an object, 

which is represented in the central nervous system (CNS) by what has been referred to as 

an internal model. Internal models are neural representations of the predicted behaviour 

of objects or limbs with a known state in response to a given motor command. Our ability 

to successfully manipulate a wide variety of objects suggests that the CNS maintains 

multiple internal models of familiar object dynamics. People are able to both recruit these 

models for use when an object is grasped and to rapidly switch to another model when 

the object is exchanged. The purpose of this study was to investigate how internal models 

of objects are accessed and used for action. In experiment 1, subjects learned to move a 

cursor to a target by manipulating a robotic arm with complex dynamics. We used event-

related fMRI to measure the neural activity associated with grasping the robot handle in 

preparation for movement. In comparison to control tasks, subjects showed significant 

neural activation in the ipsilateral cerebellum and the contralateral primary motor and 

supplementary motor areas, suggesting the likely involvement of these areas in 

recruitment of internal models. In experiment 2, we used a precision lifting task to 

investigate how the internal representation of weight asymmetry transfers across changes 

in hand, hand orientation and object orientation. Subjects demonstrated positive transfer 

in all cases when the hand was rotated, indicating that internal models of objects can be 

adapted to accommodate changes in hand orientation. When the object was rotated, 

positive transfer was seen only when the hand also rotated, suggesting that this change in 

hand orientation facilitated mental rotation of the object. Overall, these results support the 
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idea that people maintain an internal representation of object dynamics but can not 

always link this model to the configuration of the object in space. 
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CHAPTER 1 

General Introduction 
 

The task of limb movement and control is a seemingly basic skill, acquired early 

in life and effortlessly executed on a daily basis. However, even the most basic motor 

actions must integrate neural, muscular and skeletal systems in such a way as to achieve 

the desired timing and coordination of the task. The motor system controls for the 

kinematic (spatial position, velocity and acceleration of a body) and dynamic (motion of 

a body due to the influence of forces) sensorimotor transformations of a motor task 

through both feedforward and feedback control. For example, when learning to play 

squash, the player must learn both the kinematic relationship between the position of the 

hand and the position of the racquet as well as the dynamic relationship between forces 

applied by the hand and their effect on racquet movement. 

Several broad schemes have been proposed to explain how the central nervous 

system (CNS) connects motor behaviour, limb mechanics and neural control to execute 

voluntary movement (Scott, 2004). The equilibrium-point hypothesis suggests that the 

CNS produces movements by establishing new equilibrium positions specified by a 

combination of muscle stiffness and reflex mechanisms (Asatryan and Feldman, 1965; 

Feldman, 1986; Gribble and Ostry, 2000; Hinder and Milner, 2003). In the trajectory 

planning framework, the CNS must perform the following three computations: establish a 

desired trajectory, transform this trajectory into joint and muscle coordinates and generate 

the appropriate series of motor commands (Kawato et al., 1987). Within this framework, 
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researchers have identified cost functions that may be optimized during trajectory 

planning (Nelson, 1983; Hogan, 1984; Flash and Hogan, 1985; Uno et al., 1989; Harris 

and Wolpert, 1998). Optimal feedback control extends the notion of optimization to 

include the use of sensory feedback in addition to feedforward control in optimizing 

particular aspects of performance, such as jerk, torque change, energy, time, etc. (Stengel, 

1994; Todorov, 2004; Scott, 2004). Control strategies based on trajectory planning and 

optimum feedback must incorporate knowledge of limb and object dynamics into the 

controller in order to be effective (Kawato et al., 1987; Todorov, 2004). Conversely, 

equilibrium control can be achieved, in principle, without knowledge of dynamics being 

used to formulate motor commands to move the limb. However, most proponents of the 

equilibrium point hypothesis agree that some knowledge of limb and object dynamics 

must be taken into account in order to effectively control movement in different tasks and 

contexts (Gribble and Ostry, 2000).  

1.1 Internal Models 
Our arms and hands have evolved to be remarkably good at grasping and 

manipulating objects. Actions that are executed while holding an object must account for 

the mechanics of the object as well as those of the motor system itself. Our ability to 

readily manipulate hand-held objects suggests that the CNS maintains some form of 

representation of each object that can be used to predict the behaviour of the object 

during movement. The term internal model has been used to refer to such representations 

of both external objects and the limbs (Kawato et al., 1987; Wolpert et al., 1995; 

Imamizu et al., 1995). Specifically, an internal model is a neural representation of the 

expected behaviour of an object or system with a known position and velocity in response 
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to a given neural command (Wolpert et al., 1995; Imamizu et al., 2000; Dingwell et al., 

2002; Flanagan and Johansson, 2002). 

Internal models have been categorized into two varieties: forward models and 

inverse models, which mimic and invert, respectively, the causal flow of a process 

(Wolpert, 1997; Wolpert and Ghahramani, 2000; Wolpert et al., 2001). A forward model 

is combined with information about the current state of the system and any outgoing 

motor commands in order to predict a future state of the system (Kawato et al., 1987; 

Wolpert, 1997; Wolpert and Flanagan, 2001). Conversely, an inverse model can be used 

to infer the necessary motor commands required to achieve a desired future state 

(Wolpert and Kawato, 1998; Wolpert et al., 1995; Dingwell et al., 2002). Unlike a 

forward model, an inverse model does not necessarily produce a unique solution as there 

are many potential pathways that can be taken to achieve a single outcome (Witney, 

2004). To be useful, internal models must be flexible when novel contexts or objects are 

encountered and the motor system must have the ability to adapt existing internal models 

or make new ones as the body grows and changes (Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug, 1997; 

Wolpert, 1997; Wolpert and Ghahramani, 2000). 

1.1.1 Uses of internal models 
Internal models can be used to generate motor commands and predict the sensory 

consequences of our actions. The successful coordination of multiple limbs or even 

multiple muscles dictates that the CNS must possess some internal representation of the 

body and how one part affects another. For example, any limb movement, such as 

reaching out an arm to shake hands, causes a shift in the body’s centre of mass. People 

automatically make anticipatory postural adjustments to maintain balance even while 
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executing other, possibly complex, movements. These anticipatory adjustments require 

awareness of the current and desired states of the body and represent an important use of 

internal models. The alternative possibility of intrinsic muscle stiffness in the absence of 

internal models has been shown to be insufficient to maintain upright posture in response 

to limb movement (Morasso and Schieppati, 1999). 

Because of substantial delays in sensory feedback (including visual, tactile, and 

proprioceptive feedback), this information cannot, alone, support the control of rapid and 

accurate arm movements (Jeannerod, 1988; Johansson and Westling, 1988; Kawato, 

1999). That is, servo-control mechanics are simply too slow to enable the rapid, high 

frequency movement often observed in object manipulation tasks (Flanagan and 

Johansson, 2002). Instead, the motor system relies on predictive control based on internal 

models of objects and the system itself. Internal models can be used to estimate 

appropriate motor commands and can also be used to predict the sensory consequences of 

these commands. Furthermore, internal models can be used to obtain more accurate 

estimates of the state of the motor system and environment than could be obtained by 

sensory signals alone, which may be noisy and incomplete (Wolpert and Gharhamani, 

2000). 

Although there are an infinite number of ways a movement between two points 

can be executed, people perform most movements in a highly stereotyped way (Wolpert 

and Ghahramani 2000). Optimal control models that aim to minimize a particular cost 

function have been proposed as a probable mechanism for selecting appropriate motor 

commands to complete a task (Flash and Hogan, 1985; Uno et al., 1989; Harris and 

Wolpert, 1998). Throughout a movement, the limb trajectory can be corrected to account 
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for external (i.e. target movement) or internal (i.e. noise in the motor command) errors. 

For example, people are able to use peripheral vision of the hand for online adjustments 

throughout the full extent of reaching movements (Saunders and Knill, 2003). Kawato 

and colleagues (1987) suggested that online motor control is achieved through the use of 

an inverse model that maps sensory goals into motor commands. 

Studies have shown that, during visually guided reaching, people are often 

entirely unaware of adjustments to motor commands in response to changes in target 

location (Pelisson et al., 1986; Desmurget et al., 2004) or viewed hand position (Saunders 

and Knill, 2003). When subjects are asked to look and point to a target that is moved to a 

nearby location during the initial saccade to the target, the finger trajectory is adjusted 

appropriately to reach the target and subjects are completely unaware that the target 

jumped (Pelisson et al., 1986). It is possible that conscious awareness is unnecessary for 

these adjustments because the CNS expects small errors due to motor noise and that these 

small automatic corrections are built into the task control. When the target moves at the 

onset of hand movement and after the initial saccade to the target, subjects become aware 

of the jump 300 ms after the motor system has compensated for the target displacement 

and report the sensation that the target jump occurs late in the hand movement (Castiello 

et al., 1991; Desmurget et al., 2004). 

When interacting with objects in the environment, the motor system is able to 

adapt to the specific context and adjust motor commands to account for the dynamics of 

these objects. The CNS can use a forward model of the most probable context to predict 

the sensory feedback from the interaction. The discrepancy between predicted and actual 

sensory feedback can then be used to make on-line corrections and to select a more 
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appropriate model for control (Wolpert and Kawato, 1998; Wolpert and Ghahramani, 

2000). If the object or context is novel, then both forward and inverse models of the new 

context can be gradually acquired by converting sensory errors into motor errors used to 

train the models (Kawato et al., 1987). 

1.1.2 Evidence for internal models 
In a landmark study by Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi (1994), subjects adapted to an 

external force field, imposed through a handheld robot manipulandum, while performing 

simple centre-out reaching movements. After initially generating perturbed trajectories, 

subjects gradually learned to predict and compensate for the applied force field, 

eventually generating straight hand paths and decreased endpoint errors. When the field 

was unexpectedly removed, the hand trajectory resembled a mirror image of the initial 

movements before adaptation. The presence of these after-effects suggests that the motor 

system was using an internal representation of the task to compensate for the imposed 

force, rather than increased co-contraction of antagonist muscles (i.e. stiffness). A 

strategy of increased arm stiffness can be used to maintain straight hand paths without 

any knowledge of the applied force field, but increases the energy requirement of the 

task. 

Force field adaptation, or learning, and the subsequent phenomenon of after-

effects has been extensively reproduced and confirmed (i.e. Sainburg and Ghez, 1995; 

Gandolfo et al., 1996; Conditt et al., 1997; Kawato, 1999). Prism goggles that displace 

vision have also been used to induce reaching errors (i.e. Welch, 1974). Adaptation 

occurs through a shift in apparent visual direction and proprioception such that subjects 

make reaching errors in the opposite direction once the goggles are removed. Lackner 
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and Dizio (1994; 1998) achieved similar results in the presence of velocity-dependent 

Coriolis forces experienced in a rotating room. Subjects regained normal reaching 

accuracy after initial trajectory and endpoint errors and showed after-effects when the 

rotation ceased. This finding suggests the maintenance of a feedforward control model 

that compensates for the Coriolis forces. 

An alternative strategy to building and maintaining an internal model of an 

applied force field is to memorize the specific temporal sequence of forces encountered 

along a particular trajectory. Conditt and colleagues (1997) termed this strategy “rote 

learning” and tested the use of this strategy by assuming that adaptation via rote learning 

would be successful only when moving along the learned trajectory. However, they 

observed that adaptation generalizes to different movements performed in the same 

workspace, consistent with the hypothesis that adaptation is achieved by development of 

an internal model. 

Electromyographic (EMG) studies have also provided supporting evidence for the 

building of internal models when learning a novel motor task (Milner and Cloutier, 1993; 

Gottlieb, 1994; Thoroughman and Shadmehr, 1999). Subjects used predictive control to 

decrease the muscle activation required to dampen oscillations applied to the wrist 

(Milner and Cloutier, 1993). EMG patterns of elbow flexion against an elastic or inertial 

load have a higher peak force rate which occurs earlier in the movement if the load is 

predictable compared to an unpredictable load (Gottlieb, 1994). Computer simulations of 

muscle activation suggested that force production in early trials was driven by error 

feedback but shifted to feedforward prediction as subjects continued to practice 

(Thoroughman and Shadmehr, 1999). Co-contraction decreased and the directional bias 
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of each muscle gradually rotated over successive trials, consistent with learning a model 

of the external load. 

1.1.3 Structure of internal models 
People have studied how internal models are represented by investigating how 

motor learning generalizes across a workspace. Generalization is the process of 

generating a function that relates an input to an output using experience from specific 

examples (Poggio and Bizzi, 2004). The learning rate and generalization of a 

transformation is affected by the form of the representation used by the CNS. If the 

representation is complete and accurate, perfect transfer of learning would be seen in all 

regions. In contrast, a representation based on a table of values would show decaying 

transfer as the distance increases from the region where the task was learned. These two 

possible forms of representation, structured and tabular respectively, have been widely 

studied (Atkeson, 1989). A structured model, such as a mathematical algorithm, involves 

relatively few parameters to describe a particular transformation. Global generalization 

and rapid learning is possible with this form of model, provided the structure of the motor 

apparatus and task is accurately represented. A tabular model requires a large number of 

parameters to be specified, but is useful when the entire structure of the system is 

unknown or difficult to approximate. Local generalization is possible because similar 

inputs lead to similar outputs, but learning is slow because a new table must be generated 

for each new type of movement (Atkeson, 1989). 

Prediction of sensory consequences is captured by forward internal models, while 

inverse models allow estimation of motor commands (Wolpert and Ghahramani, 2000). 

Through computational simulation, Bhushan and Shadmehr (1999) observed that neither 
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models of pure inverse control nor models of pure forward control adequately described 

behavioural data. A third control architecture that used a combination of the two, 

predicted complex hand trajectories that closely matched human data, suggesting that 

motor commands are generated by a control system that includes both forward and 

inverse adaptive models. Various theoretical models of sensorimotor control (i. e. Jordan 

and Rumelhart, 1992; Wolpert and Kawato, 1998) have included both inverse and 

forward models to describe experimental data, and further suggest that pairs of forward 

and inverse models are closely linked.  

1.1.4 Multiple models 
The ability to switch easily between different objects and contexts has led to the 

idea that the CNS maintains multiple internal models simultaneously (Ghahramani and 

Wolpert, 1997). However, the granularity of these models is not yet known. A large 

number of context-specific internal models provides great ease of switching but would be 

largely redundant. A small number of global models would allow for more compact 

storage and eliminate the redundancy of specific individual modules but would have to be 

adapted and re-adapted to each novel context whenever either the system or environment 

is altered. The ease and rapidity of switching suggests that a system of multiple models is 

most likely, with each model representing the characteristic dynamic and kinematic 

behaviour of an environment or object, thereby eliminating the need for continual 

relearning. In this system, some redundancy can be eliminated through the 

parameterization of internal models for similar objects. 

Davidson and Wolpert (2004) demonstrated that people are able to combine two 

previously existing internal models when two known objects experienced separately are 
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later manipulated together. Subjects lifted two visually identical objects of different 

weights, then stacked one on top of the other and lifted the composite object. The 

appropriate scaling of grip forces (normal to the grip surface) on the combined lift 

indicates that subjects were able to additively combine two internal models (Davidson 

and Wolpert, 2004). 

Jacobs and colleagues (1991) described a modular decomposition strategy that 

may be used by the CNS to learn complex tasks, called a “mixture of experts”. Under this 

strategy, a single task is learned as a system of several simpler subtasks, each of which 

can be solved by a local “expert”. A gating module is then used to determine an 

appropriate weighting for each individual module, based on the probability of each expert 

being correct. Ghahramani and Wolpert (1997) used two visuomotor transformations, 

learned at two different hand positions, to demonstrate that subjects were able to use a 

weighted interpolation of the visuomotor mapping depending on starting hand location. 

The MOdular Selection And Identification for Control (MOSAIC) model was 

proposed as a possible modular architecture for motor learning and control (Wolpert and 

Kawato, 1998; Haruno et al., 2001). In the MOSAIC model, multiple pairs of forward 

(predictor) and inverse (controller) models are tightly coupled during their acquisition 

and use. Feedforward information from multiple forward models is used to make multiple 

predictions about the expected sensorimotor feedback of a particular motor command. 

Feedback information after the command has been executed is compared to the 

predictions of each model to select the most appropriate model(s) and assign weighting 

for relative contributions. The paired inverse model(s) can then be recruited for control of 

future motor commands (Wolpert and Kawato, 1998; Haruno et al., 2001). 
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The multiple model hypothesis proposed by Wolpert and Kawato (Kawato and 

Wolpert, 1998; Wolpert and Kawato, 1998; Wolpert et al., 1998) has received substantial 

support (i.e. Brashers-Krug et al., 1996; Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug, 1997; Flanagan et 

al., 1999; Davidson and Wolpert, 2004). Subjects were able to successfully learn internal 

models of different force fields and recall them nearly intact for several months following 

(Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug, 1997). Flanagan and colleagues (1999) also tested the 

learning of multiple models in the context of the composition and decomposition 

hypotheses. The composition hypothesis postulates that the CNS is capable of combining 

two previously learned sensorimotor transformations to predict and compensate for 

movements in an environment where both transformations are present. Alternately, the 

decomposition hypothesis states that the CNS is able to decompose two transformations 

from the combined environment and develop separate internal models for each. 

Significant evidence was found in support of the composition hypothesis by testing 

subjects on a combined transformation after learning each transformation individually 

(Flanagan et al., 1999). Although perfect transfer was not observed, subjects did show 

reduced endpoint errors and trajectory deviations. The decomposition hypothesis was less 

well supported, results showing that subjects were able to transfer learning of the 

visuomotor component, but not the dynamic component. As of yet, neither of these 

hypotheses has been tested at a neural level through brain imaging. 

1.1.5 Consolidation and long-term learning 
A common idea of motor learning is that new memories are transformed from an 

initial labile holding stage to a relatively permanent state through a period of 

consolidation (Krakauer and Shadmehr, 2006). Consolidation is the reinforcement of a 
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skill or memory which occurs gradually over a several hour period, with or without 

practice of the task, such that it becomes protected from new learning. Support for the 

process of consolidation has been demonstrated through reaching tasks in opposing force 

fields (Brashers-Krug et al., 1996; Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug, 1997). Subjects adapted 

to a velocity-dependent force field in one direction, then adapted to a second force field 

in the opposite direction after a variable period of time. Retention of learning was 

examined by retesting trajectory and endpoint errors in the presence of the first force 

field. When the time interval between adaptation to the two tasks was under five hours, 

subjects used the first task dynamics as a model from which to begin learning the second, 

causing strong interference and unlearning. Subjects demonstrated less interference from 

the first force field only if the second force field was not experienced until at least six 

hours had passed. If consolidation of the task was not interrupted by the learning of the 

second task, retention of the first task persisted for up to five months, the longest time 

tested (Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug, 1997). 

In contrast to the above studies, Caithness and colleagues (2004) failed to observe 

consolidation when subjects experienced opposing visuomotor rotations, position-

dependent force fields or velocity-dependent force fields, despite an interval of more than 

24 hours between the two tasks. This result led the authors to suggest that motor 

memories are not consolidated into a protected state but instead are able to shift between 

active and inactive states. In order to resolve these conflicting results, Overduin and 

colleagues (2006) proposed that the important difference between the studies was the 

presence (Brashers-Krug et al., 1996; Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug, 1997) or absence 

(Caithness et al., 2004) of frequent catch trials, where the force field is unexpectedly 
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removed as a method of tracking adaptation. They demonstrated that the intermittent 

removal of the force field during catch trials allowed subjects to retain learning despite 

experience with an interfering condition (Overduin et al., 2006). 

Krakauer and colleagues (1999) demonstrated that learning a position-dependent 

visuomotor rotation does not interfere with the consolidation of an acceleration-

dependent force field. Furthermore, both transformations could be learned simultaneously 

at the same rate as when learned independently. Based on this result, the authors 

concluded that dynamics and kinematics are learned independently. This conclusion was 

consistent with the results of another study that showed no interference between a 

position-dependent visuomotor rotation and a velocity-dependent force field (Flanagan et 

al., 1999). However, Tong and colleagues (2002) later demonstrated interference when 

subjects learned a position-dependent visuomotor rotation and an opposing position-

dependent force field in quick succession. These authors therefore suggested that 

transformations interfere when they depend on similar kinematic parameters, but not 

when they depend on different kinematic parameters (Tong et al., 2002). Further studies 

have shown incomplete interference between two transformations depending on two 

different kinematic parameters learned in close temporal proximity (Bock et al., 2001; 

Bays et al., 2005). 

1.1.6 Coordinate systems 
By definition, an internal model is a mapping between the current state of an 

effector and the appropriate motor command to achieve a desired state. However, this 

definition does not identify how the CNS represents this sensorimotor mapping. Studies 

of motor adaptation (i.e. Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994) and visuomotor 
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transformations (i.e. Baraduc and Wolpert, 2002) have used reaching movements to 

investigate this question. The finding that transfer is good when a force field rotates with 

the arm but not when the field translates with the hand has been taken as evidence that 

novel dynamics are encoded in an intrinsic coordinate system of joints and/or muscles 

(Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Gandolfo et al., 1996; Malfait et al., 2005). Baraduc 

and Wolpert (2002) had subjects learn a visuomotor transformation with the arm in a 

specific posture at the start of each reaching movement, then tested them in three 

different starting postures while keeping the finger trajectory (and therefore the joint 

trajectory) constant. Subjects showed decreasing after-effects as the difference between 

the test posture and the trained posture increased. These results support the idea that 

internal models of visuomotor transformations are dependent on the arm trajectory in an 

intrinsic joint space.  

As described previously, interference occurs if a subject tries to learn two 

opposing viscous force fields (Karniel and Mussa-Ivaldi, 2002), visuomotor mappings 

(Krakauer et al., 1999; Bock et al., 2001; Wigmore et al., 2002) or one of each (Tong et 

al., 2002) in quick succession. Whereas, in these studies no contextual cues were linked 

to the opposing force fields or visuomotor mappings, other studies have examined 

whether such cues might facilitate the learning of opposing transformations. Gandolfo 

and colleagues (1996) reported that subjects were able to successfully switch between 

two opposing force fields when each was associated with a distinct arm posture which 

affected the motor commands required to compensate for the forces, but not with visual 

cues or a change in thumb posture that did not. A subsequent study showed that subjects 

were able to switch between two visuomotor transformations using a head posture cue, 
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but not a change in the posture of the arm uninvolved in the task (Seidler et al., 2001). 

These findings suggest that arbitrary sensory cues that do not directly affect the motor 

system are not sufficient to facilitate simultaneous learning of opposing force fields. 

Davidson and colleagues (2005) found complete interference when subjects experienced 

a velocity-dependent force field applied to the hand and the opposing force field applied 

to the arm, despite the non-arbitrary nature of the cutaneous feedback. The authors argue 

that the CNS develops internal models that represent task dynamics independent of 

sensory consequences. 

A possible explanation for why subjects are so often unable to learn opposing 

transformations is that people code dynamics in object coordinates. In the above 

experiments, the opposing force fields were applied to the hand by the same 

manipulandum. Thus, participants may have associated the opposing force fields with a 

single object and attempted to learn a single internal model of the dynamics. Because the 

force field kept changing, they could only learn the average field and were unable to 

independently learn both. This hypothesis is consistent with the finding that learning 

transfers when a transformation is rotated with the arm, because rotation of the arm is 

equivalent to rotation of a hand-held object (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). 

1.1.7 Neural correlates of internal models 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission 

tomography (PET) have been used to investigate neural activity in humans during the 

acquisition of novel motor skills. Several fMRI studies have recognized the cerebellum as 

a likely site for both forward and inverse internal models of arm movements (i.e. Kawato, 

1999; Wolpert et al., 1998; Milner et al., 2007). The cerebellum has been shown to play a 
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key role in prediction of sensory consequences, and therefore forward models, during 

self-produced tactile stimulation (Blakemore et al., 1999). Increased neural activity in the 

cerebellum during self-stimulation was associated with decreased activity in the thalamus 

and primary and secondary somatosensory cortices, suggesting that the cerebellum 

modulates the cortical response to sensory signals. 

Imamizu and colleagues (2003) used fMRI to study switching between internal 

models using a task in which subjects performed right-handed reaches using one normal 

computer mouse and two with novel visuomotor mappings. At the moment of transition 

between mouse type, significant activation was observed in the anterior parietal regions, 

left insula, right cerebellum and right prefrontal region. Activity in the ipsilateral 

cerebellum and parietal regions was sustained throughout the use of the novel mouse, 

suggesting an association with the use, rather than the switching, of internal models 

(Imamizu et al., 2003). Milner and colleagues (2007) observed that the cerebellum was 

more strongly activated when subjects manipulated an object with complex dynamics 

(balancing an inverted pendulum) than when they manipulated an object with simple 

dynamics (squeezing a soft foam ball) but where the muscle activation patterns were 

apparently similar. Because primary motor cortex (M1) showed similar activation in both 

tasks, the authors suggest that the cerebellum and not M1 is involved in the 

representation of task dynamics independent of the actual motor commands involved. 

Shadmehr and Holcomb (1997) used PET to examine changes in the neural 

representation of a motor skill between early learning and late recall. The authors 

compared regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF), an indirect measure of neural activation,  

while subjects performed reaching movements in a randomly changing, unlearnable force 
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field and a stationary, learnable force field. Acquisition of an internal model representing 

the stationary force field was associated with a significant increase in rCBF in the 

prefrontal cortex compared to movements in the random force field. When subjects were 

tested on the stationary force field 5.5 hours later, in comparison to late learning with 

similar performance, rCBF was increased in the contralateral premotor, contralateral 

posterior parietal and ipsilateral cerebellar cortices, suggesting a reorganization of 

memory of the skill (Shadmehr and Holcomb 1997). 

Single neuron recordings in non-human primates have demonstrated that M1 is an 

important area involved in early motor learning and consolidation (e.g., Gribble and 

Scott, 2002). The supplementary motor area (SMA), putamen body and caudate nucleus, 

have been identified as part of the motor loop for well learned movements (Jueptner et 

al., 1997; see Doya, 2000 for a review). A proposed pathway for an inverse internal 

model begins at the superior temporal sulcus (STS) and travels through the prefrontal 

cortex (PF) to Brodmann area F5 (Miall 2003). In this design, STS encodes a visual 

representation of observed actions and changes in the motor system are monitored by 

reafferent sensory information. The equivalent pathway for a forward model is the 

reverse – from F5 through PF to STS, although the cerebellum may also be involved 

(Miall 2003). 

1.2 Precision Lifting 
When lifting small objects, people commonly use what is known as a precision 

grip; that is grasping an object between the thumb and index finger. Precision lifting of 

simple objects, with different masses and mass distributions, has been widely used to 

study how object properties are learned, stored and recalled. To lift an object off a 
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surface, the fingertips must exert a vertical lifting force (load force) greater than the 

gravitational force of the object, as well as a pinching force normal to the grip surface 

(grip force) to prevent slipping. The loading phase of a lift is the time period in which the 

grip and load forces are applied and ramped up under isometric conditions, before the 

mass or mass distribution of the object can be sensed when the object leaves the surface 

(Johansson et al., 1992). The force rate profiles of young children are multi peaked with 

an earlier increase in grip force than load force (Forssberg et al., 1991). As age increases, 

force rate profiles converge towards a single peaked bell shape with parallel load and grip 

force modulation. This suggests that as people perform precision grip manipulations over 

many years, they gradually transition from a feedback to a feedforward control strategy 

(Forssberg et al., 1991). Therefore, in adults, grip force and load force can be measured 

during the loading phase to investigate predictions made about object properties such as 

weight and friction. 

When lifting objects using a precision grip, subjects employ a grip force that is 

just great enough to allow a small margin of safety to prevent slipping of the object, even 

over a range of object weights and slipperiness (Johansson and Westling, 1984; Edin et 

al., 1992; Flanagan et al., 1993). To study the control of fingertip forces, Flanagan and 

Wing (1997) recorded grip force, load force and hand trajectory as subjects grasped and 

moved a manipulandum that exerted inertial, viscous or composite elastic loads. Subjects 

learned to modulate their grip force in parallel with load force under all conditions, 

suggesting the use of a feedforward internal model to predict hand kinematics and the 

resultant load force (Flanagan and Wing, 1997). Flanagan and colleagues (2003) 

investigated the use of forward and inverse internal models by independently measuring 
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control and prediction in a precision grip task. A handheld object exerted a viscous load 

upon the hand, initially perturbing the hand path and necessitating a modification in grip 

force and hand path. Subjects were able to correctly generate anticipatory grip forces a 

few trials earlier than they were able to adapt their trajectories. This indicates that 

prediction (forward model) is learned more rapidly than control (inverse model). 

Salimi and colleagues (2000) have previously argued that internal representations 

of objects are specific to the effectors used to learn the model, in that adaptation does not 

transfer from the trained digits to other digits on the same or opposite hand. After very 

few lifts subjects were able to lift an asymmetrically weighted object without tilting it by 

generating unequal load forces at each digit. However, when the object was rotated, 

subjects were unable to appropriately partition the fingertip load forces, causing a large 

tilt on the initial lift. This suggests that information about the weight distribution gained 

on the initial lifts was not transferred across digits when the object was rotated (Salimi et 

al., 2000). 

When lifting an object with different frictional conditions at each grip surface, 

subjects must exert asymmetric load forces to maintain similar safety margins against slip 

with each digit (Edin et al., 1992). Using an object with this type of frictional asymmetry, 

Quaney and Cole (2004) demonstrated that when subjects rotated their hand, but not the 

object, they were able to appropriately scale their fingertip forces. This finding 

contradicts the notion that anticipatory control of fingertip forces is strictly digit-specific, 

but the mechanism by which the internal representation is updated remains unclear. 
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1.3 Aim of Thesis 
This thesis examined two questions related to internal models of object 

mechanics. The purpose of the first study was to investigate the neural correlates of rapid 

recruitment of internal models linked to grasping an object in preparation for movement. 

We used event-related fMRI to dissociate the recruitment of the model from its use to 

perform the task. We hypothesized that the cerebellar, premotor, parietal and prefrontal 

cortices, areas known to be associated with the execution of a previously learned internal 

model (Shadmehr and Holcomb, 1997; Imamizu et al., 2003) would be activated merely 

by the action of grasping the associated object. This would indicate that the brain “loads 

in” an internal model of the object dynamics at the moment of grasping. To test this 

notion, we compared the neural activation of grasping when linked to moving an object 

with complex dynamics to isometric movement and movement without grasping. 

In the second study, we examined whether or not people were able to update a 

recently learned internal model of an asymmetrically weighted object to accommodate 

object rotation, changes in hand posture or changes in hand (right or left). Evidence that 

subjects are able to transfer representations of object weight distribution across different 

task configurations suggests that the internal model may be represented in object 

coordinates. Based on our ability to manipulate objects in a variety of positions and using 

a variety of grasp configurations in everyday life, we hypothesized that internal models 

must have at least partial object centered representation, to accommodate this flexibility. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Neural correlates of internal model loading 

2.1 Summary 

Skilled object manipulation requires knowledge, or internal models, of object 

dynamics relating applied force to motion (Johansson and Cole, 1992; Flanagan and 

Wing, 1997; Flanagan et al., 2003; Kawato, 1999) and our ability to handle myriad 

objects (Johansson and Westling, 1988; Gordon et al., 1993) indicates that the brain 

maintains multiple models (Kawato and Wolpert, 1998; Wolpert and Kawato, 1998; 

Flanagan et al., 1999). Recent behavioural studies have shown that once a subject learns 

an internal model of an object with novel dynamics, the model can be rapidly recruited 

and de-recruited as the object is grasped and released (DiZio et al., 2005; Lackner and 

DiZio, 2005; Cothros et al., 2006). We used event-related fMRI to investigate neural 

activity linked to grasping an object with recently learned dynamics in preparation for 

moving it after a delay. Subjects also performed two control tasks in which they either 

moved without the object in hand or applied isometric forces to the object. In all trials, 

subjects received a cue indicating which task to perform in response to a go signal 

delivered 5-10 seconds later. We examined BOLD responses during the interval between 

cue and go and assessed the conjunction of the two contrasts formed by comparing the 

primary task to each control. The analysis revealed significant activity in the ipsilateral 

cerebellum and the contralateral motor and supplementary motor areas. We propose that 
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these regions are involved in internal model recruitment in preparation for movement 

execution. 

2.2 Results 

While in the MRI scanner, subjects performed a random sequence of three tasks. 

In the primary MOVE task, subjects moved an object (cylindrical handle), attached to a 

one degree of freedom MR compatible manipulandum (Gassert et al., 2006), from a start 

position to a target by flexing the wrist (Figure 1a). The FREE task involved the same 

hand movement but without the object. There were two variations of the isometric force 

task, each performed by half the subjects. In the ISO-GRIP task, subjects simply 

squeezed the object. In the ISO-TORQUE task, they generated a phasic torque at the 

wrist that was similar, in both magnitude and duration, to that observed in the MOVE 

task. In all trials, simultaneous visual and haptic cues indicated the task to be performed 

followed by a random 5-10 second delay before the presentation of a go signal (Figure 

1b). All tasks were practiced before scanning took place to ensure accurate performance. 

In order to control the object in the MOVE task, subjects first generated a small 

and brief wrist flexor torque to overcome the initial inertia of the object, followed by a 

large extensor torque to brake the movement, and finally a gradually decreasing extensor 

torque to maintain the object on target after the movement terminated (Figure 2). Overall, 

the 6 subjects who performed the ISO-TORQUE task generated similar time-varying 

torque profiles in the MOVE and ISO tasks (Figure 2b). Repeated measures ANOVAs, 

based on these subjects, revealed no reliable differences between tasks in terms of peak 

torque (F1,5 = .17; p = .69) or the standard deviations of peak torques computed for each 

subject (F1,5 = 3.87; p = .11). In addition, there was a strong positive correlation across 
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subjects between average peak torques in the ISO and MOVE tasks (r = .97; p < .001) 

indicating that subjects who exerted a large force during the MOVE task also exerted a 

large force during the ISO task. However, it may be noted that the brief flexion torque, 

characteristic of the MOVE task, was not produced in the ISO task. 

The time period of interest for imaging was the interval between the presentation 

of visual and haptic cues and the go signal. The data were analyzed as an event occurring 

at the moment of cue onset. This approach was based on our assumption that recruiting or 

loading an internal model is a discrete event that, in our task, occurs as soon as the 

appropriate cue is provided, so that the subject is ready to act when the go signal is 

presented. By comparing the MOVE task with the FREE and ISO tasks, we thought to 

isolate loading of the internal model of the object dynamics. The control tasks were 

designed to include all major events in the MOVE task except for loading of the internal 

model. The FREE task controlled for the displacement of the hand during the movement, 

the two ISO tasks controlled for the tactile cue, and all three tasks controlled for the 

visual cue, posture of the hand, and preparatory attention-related activity before the onset 

of motor output. Whereas the ISO-GRIP task provides a general control for grip force 

applied to the object, the ISO-TORQUE task provided additional control for wrist torque 

production and tactile sensation closely resembling the MOVE condition. Importantly, 

there was no significant difference in neural activity between the two ISO tasks even at a 

low threshold (p < .001, uncorrected) and we therefore combined the subject groups 

together for analysis. Theoretically, the conjunction of (MOVE – FREE) with (MOVE – 

ISO) should leave only the HRF related to loading the internal model. This conjunction 

analysis revealed significant BOLD activity (p < .05 corrected) in the contralateral 
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primary sensory-motor region including Brodmann area 4 (M1) and Brodmann area 3 

(S1), bilateral SMA and cingulate sulcus and in the ipsilateral cerebellum (Figure 3 and 

Table 1). 

2.3 Discussion 

Our ability to skillfully manipulate familiar objects as soon as we grasp them 

indicates that the brain stores internal models of their dynamics and can rapidly recruit 

them as needed (Flanagan and Wing, 1997; Johansson and Westling, 1988; Gordon et al., 

1993; Brashers-Krug et al., 1996; Dizio et al., 2005; Lackner and DiZio, 2005; Cothros et 

al., 2006). Evidence from imaging, neurophysiological and lesion studies suggests that 

the cerebellum plays an important role in storing internal models (Wolpert et al., 1998; 

Blakemore et al., 1999; Kawato, 1999; Imamizu et al., 2000). Shadmehr and Holcomb 

(1997) examined a task in which subjects, using their right hand, first learned to move an 

object with complex dynamics and then, after a 6 hour delay, performed the task again. 

Using PET, they compared changes in rCBF from late learning to recall (where 

performance levels were similar) and found increased rCBF in the right anterior 

cerebellar cortex as well as the left dorsal premotor and posterior parietal cortices. They 

suggested that, shortly after initial learning, the internal model is stored in the cerebellum 

and that premotor and parietal structures are involved in linking the internal model to 

contextual cues during recall. From a computational perspective, the cerebellum is well 

suited for internal model storage because it contains the required inputs and outputs to 

support supervised or error-feedback learning, which is the most effective means of 

learning internal models (Doya, 1999; Kawato, 1999). 
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Precentral gyrus (M1), postcentral gyrus (S1), SMA and the cingulate sulcus were 

also preferentially activated by the cue onset in the MOVE task. Studies in human and 

non-human primates have demonstrated that the motor cortex is involved in early motor 

learning as well as consolidation (e.g., Gribble and Scott, 2002). The SMA, along with 

the putamen body and caudate nucleus, has been identified as part of the motor loop for 

well learned movements (Jueptner et al., 1997, see Doya, 2000 for a review). 

Furthermore, SMA, S1 and cingulate regions have been shown to be involved in 

precision grip tasks involving object manipulation (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al, 2001). The 

activity in these regions was found to be significantly less in the ISO tasks even though 

the hand posture and forces applied by the hand were similar. This argues against the 

possibility that the greater activity in the MOVE task compared to the ISO condition is 

related to higher muscle activity or difference in tactile and kinesthetic sensory feedback. 

The activation pattern thus seems to suggest that loading of an internal model, possibly in 

the cerebellum, is accompanied by interactions with M1 and S1 for sensory-motor 

preparation and with SMA and cingulate regions for grasp control which may be required 

for a successful completion of the MOVE task. 

Imamizu et al. (2004) studied switching between internal models using a task in 

which subjects performed right-handed reaches using one normal computer mouse and 

two with novel visuomotor mappings. At the moment of transition between mouse type, 

signaled by visual feedback, neural activity related to switching was observed in the 

anterior parietal region, left insula, right cerebellum and right prefrontal region. This 

activity was sustained throughout the use of a novel mouse in the cerebellum and parietal 

regions, suggesting an association with the use, rather than the switching, of internal 
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models. The lack of anterior parietal cortex involvement in the current study could 

presumably be explained by the difference in tasks between the two studies. While the 

above study involved the learning of kinematics, the current study involves the learning 

of novel dynamics. 

In all three of our tasks, we might expect to observe neural activity related to what 

has been termed the readiness potential; cortical activity occurring prior to and linked to 

voluntary movement that ramps up as movement onset approaches (Cunnington et al., 

2001). If there are differences in movement parameters across tasks, it is possible that 

there may be differences in the readiness potential that could contribute to the effects we 

observed in our conjunction analysis. We have two arguments against this possibility. 

First, when we modeled the neural response either as a ramp from the cue signal to the go 

signal or from the cue signal to 5 seconds later, and used these models as regressors in the 

SPM conjunction analysis, we failed to observe significant activation (p > 0.1, FDR 

corrected, 0 voxel threshold). This indicates that any activity related to the readiness 

potential was similar in the MOVE and control tasks. Second, we attempted to preempt 

this issue in our experimental design by equating movement parameters in the different 

tasks. Specifically, we sought to equate extensor torques in the MOVE and ISO-

TORQUE tasks and movement amplitude and duration in the MOVE and FREE tasks. 

Although no visual feedback was provided about torque in the ISO-TORQUE task, 

subjects successfully generated torque profiles that were similar to those observed in the 

MOVE tasks.  

We have suggested that the activation yielded by our conjunction analysis is due 

to recruitment or recall of an internal model of the object in the MOVE task. An 
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alternative possibility is that subjects recall a representation of the kinematics or kinetics 

of the task (Quaney et al., 2003; Mah and Mussa-Ivaldi, 2003; Quaney et al., 2005). 

However, if the areas we have identified are active in relation to kinematics or kinetics, 

they would show vast differences between our two control tasks. The ISO-TORQUE task 

involved relatively large torque but no hand motion, while the FREE task involved low 

torque and significant hand motion. Both contrasts of ISO – FREE and FREE – ISO at 

cue onset show no activity (p > 0.1, FDR corrected), suggesting that no systematic 

planning for either torque production or hand movement occurs in response to the cue 

presentation. (Recall that there were no activity differences between the two ISO tasks 

and that these were therefore grouped together.) 

We have previously argued that moving a hand-held load requires internal models 

of the dynamics of both the object and arm (Flanagan and Wing, 1997; Kawato, 1999). 

Although an internal model of the arm is presumably recruited during the FREE task, 

such recruitment would also occur during the MOVE and ISO tasks and therefore 

differences between the MOVE and FREE tasks could only be due to recruitment of an 

internal model of the object and not the arm. One could also argue that generating a 

torque against a rigid object (as in our ISO task) also involves recruiting an internal 

model of the load. It is not clear whether the mechanics of rigid objects (described by 

statics rather than dynamics) are represented in the same way as objects that move when 

forces are applied. However, assuming that people do maintain internal models of rigid 

loads, the mechanical properties of rigid objects are both highly familiar and simple, 

unlike the complex and novel dynamics of the object used in the MOVE condition. Thus, 

it is possible that an internal model of the rigid object is recruited during the ISO 
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condition but, because the load is familiar and/or simple, far less activation is seen. If so, 

our results suggest that the activation we observed is linked to the recruitment of an 

internal model of an object with complex and relatively unfamiliar (i.e., recently learned) 

dynamics. This activation was elicited in the time period between the cue presentation 

and the go signal, suggesting that the model was recruited in response to the haptic and/or 

visual cues, and was not simply maintained throughout the entire experiment. We 

therefore suggest that the observed activity is related to the recruitment of an internal 

model associated with the MOVE task. This internal model may contain information both 

about the dynamics of the manipulated object as well as the target obtainment task to be 

performed. This putative recruitment is associated with clear activity in contralateral M1 

and S1, bilateral cingulate and SMA and ipsilateral anterior cerebellar cortex. 

2.4 Experimental Procedures 

2.4.1 Subjects 

Twelve healthy right-handed subjects (9 males and 3 females) between 22 and 35 

years old participated in the experiment after giving informed consent. The procedure 

was approved by a local ethics committee. All subjects performed three different trial 

conditions: MOVE, ISO and FREE.  

2.4.2 Apparatus and procedure 

All experiments were performed using the one degree of freedom MR compatible 

manipulandum (Gassert et al., 2006) mounted outside an MRI scanner. To minimize head 

motion caused by arm movement, each subject was fitted with a bite bar to stabilize his 

or her head. In the MOVE task, subjects held an object (or handle) attached to the robot 
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during movement. Visual feedback of the positions of the object, start location and target 

were displayed on a screen in the scanner. The MOVE task involved a 60 ± 5° wrist 

flexion to move the object from the start position (5° wide). The following equation 

describes the non-linear dynamics of the object controlled by the manipulandum (Ganesh 

et al., 2004): 
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where Im = .009 Kgm2 represents the inertia of the manipulandum handle and ,w w&  and w&&  

represent the angular position, velocity and acceleration of the object in radians. The 

damping constant (D = 0.246 Nms/rad), non-linear inverse spring stiffness (K = -0.283 

Nm√rad) and the spring resting length (wkr= 0.2 rad) were tuned to achieve a difficult but 

learnable task. The system was observed to have a residual position dependent static 

friction approximated by a piecewise linear function with constant Fr = 0.036 Nm/rad, 

position of minimum friction wfr = 0.2 rad, and the ( )sign w& function coding the direction 

of motion. Finally, ψw represents the natural wrist dynamics of the subject and T is the 

joint torque applied by the subject. 

All subjects completed an initial training on the MOVE task in a mock set up of 

the fMRI apparatus in advance of scanning. Subjects had to initiate the movement within 

400 ms of the go signal and complete the movement to the target, without overshooting 

or undershooting, within 800 ms of the go signal. Feedback for a success or a specific 

error message (too slow, too short, too long) was given after each trial. Subjects practiced 

the task (in blocks of 50 trials) until they achieved at least 8 successes within a moving 
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window of 10 trials. Thereafter, subjects practiced the sequence of tasks they would 

perform in the scanner. 

The ISO task involved either squeezing the handle (ISO-GRIP; 6 subjects) or 

isometric torque production in the wrist extension direction while holding the handle 

(ISO-TORQUE; 6 subjects). In the ISO-TORQUE task, subjects were asked to produce a 

maximum torque similar to that observed during training in the MOVE task and were 

given several practice trials just before scanning in which they received visual feedback 

of their torque and a target they were asked to match. The target was the mean maximum 

torque they had applied during training on the MOVE task. Grip force was not measured 

in the ISO-GRIP task. In both ISO tasks, the duration of torque production was matched 

to the duration of hand movement in the MOVE (and FREE) tasks. 

In the FREE task, subjects made the same motion and used the same hand posture 

as in the MOVE task but without grasping and moving the object. The start position was 

the same as in the other two conditions (15° wrist extension) but with the object 

positioned at the endpoint (45° wrist flexion) and covered in soft padding that contacted 

the knuckles at the completion of the movement. 

Twenty repetitions of each task were randomly interspersed within a session. 

Each condition had the same time course, shown in Figure 1b, whereby subjects were 

simultaneously presented with a visual color cue (color of the target circle) and a haptic 

cue (hand touches object or not). At the start position, the hand was open with the fingers 

extended and the back of the hand contacting a block of foam. As subjects waited in this 

position, the object was either moved toward the hand to gently rest on the palm (MOVE 

and ISO tasks), or away from the hand to mark the endpoint (FREE task). After a random 
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interval between 5 and 10 seconds, a go signal (blue ring around the start circle) 

appeared, indicating to the subjects that they should begin the task specified by the 

preceding cues. Following the movement in the MOVE and FREE tasks, subjects kept 

the cursor (and hand) at the end position for a random interval between 1 and 10 seconds 

until a beep indicated they should return their hand to the start position. Toni et al. (1999) 

have demonstrated that the neural signals from sensory and motor events occurring close 

together can be distinguished by randomly varying the time period between them. 

Similarly, the random delays between the cue, go and return signals allowed us to 

distinguish the haemodynamic response function (HRF) associated with the cue signal 

from the actual movement. 

2.4.3 fMRI acquisition  

A 1.5 T MRI scanner (Shimadzu-Marconi) was used to obtain blood oxygen 

level-dependent (BOLD) contrast functional images. Images weighted with the apparent 

transverse relaxation time were obtained with an echoplanar imaging sequence (repetition 

time 3.5 sec; echo time 50 msec; flip angle 90°). Two sessions were conducted where 330 

sequential whole-brain volumes (64x64x35 voxels of 3.5x3.5x4 mm resolution and 224 

mm field of view) were acquired in each session. 

2.4.4 fMRI analysis 

We used SPM2 software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) for image processing 

and analysis. The first four volumes of images were discarded to allow for T1 

equilibration. The remaining 326 image volumes were realigned to the first volume to 

correct for head motion over time, spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological 
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Institute (MNI; Montreal, Canada) reference brain and re-sliced to 3 mm isotropic voxel 

size. The data were smoothed spatially with a Gaussian kernel with an 8 mm full-width at 

half maximum (FWHM). 

Statistical analyses were performed in two stages of a mixed effects model. In the 

first stage (fixed effect) individual analysis, six types of events were defined: cue and go 

events in the MOVE, ISO and FREE conditions. Each event was modeled by an impulse 

function locked at onset of the cue or the go signal. The impulse functions were 

convolved with the canonical haemodynamic response function in SPM2 to yield 

regressors in a general linear model. A parameter was estimated for each regressor for 

each voxel by the least-squares method. The two images of particular interest were 

derived from pair-wise contrasts between the estimated parameters for the cue events 

MOVE-FREE and MOVE-ISO. In the second stage (random effect) group analysis, we 

applied a one-sample t test to contrast images from each individual to obtain t static maps 

for MOVE-FREE and MOVE-ISO at the onset of the cue. To examine activation 

common to both contrasts, a minimum t statistic conjunction map was calculated by 

taking the minimum t statistic from the two maps. A threshold was applied to the 

conjunction map such that both contrasts were individually significant (testing the 

conjunction null hypothesis as described in Nichols et al., 2005). We used a height 

threshold of Tn > 4.15 (p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons based on the false 

discovery rate) and an extent threshold of three voxels. The Automated Anatomical 

Labeling (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) toolbox for SPM2 was used to identify global 

anatomical regions and the SPM Anatomy toolbox (Eixkhoff et al., 2005) to identify fine 

cytoarchitectonic regions near the central sulcus. 
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FIGURE 1. Tasks and timeline. A: In the MOVE task, subjects grasped the handle of a 
MR compatible robotic manipulandum and made 60° wrist flexion movements. In the 
ISO task, the handle was fixed at the start (15 wrist extension) and subjects either 
squeezed the handle or generated an isometric extensor torque. In the FREE task, subjects 
made the same 60° movement but without the handle in hand. B: All three tasks followed 
the same time course. To initiate each trial, simultaneous visual and haptic cues were 
presented indicating the task to be performed. After a random delay of 5-10 s, a visual go 
signal was given. Subjects were required to complete the movement within 800 ms and 
remain at the end position for a random interval of 1-10 s before a beep indicated they 
should return to the start position. 
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FIGURE 2. Movement torque profiles. A: Average torque from all trials plotted against 
wrist angular position from the go signal to the end of movement (800 ms). B: Mean 
torque profiles for the MOVE and ISO-TORQUE tasks. Each thin curve represents the 
average of 40 trials from a single subject, aligned at the go signal. The thick curves 
represent the means of these average curves, also aligned at the go signal. 
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FIGURE 3. Conjunction of MOVE – ISO and MOVE – FREE. A: The second level 
conjunction at p<0.05, FDR corrected, gave activity in sensory-motor regions including 
B: area 3 (post-central gyrus) and area 4 (pre-central gyrus), C: the cerebellum, D: rostral 
cingulate/pre-SMA cluster and E: caudal cingulate/SMA cluster. The maximum 
probability maps [33] of Area 3b (blue), Area 4a (green), Area 4p (orange) and Area 6 
(red) have been overlaid in B, D and E to show possible anatomic locations of the 
observed activations in the sensory-motor cortex. 
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TABLE 1. Location of significant clusters of activation 
 

Cluster  Peak 
MNI CoordinatesBrain region 

Size* 
Cytoarchitectonic 

composition 
 (voxels)** x y z 

T 
value 

Cyto- 
architectonic 
probabilities†

Primary 
sensory-
motor 
cluster 

110 

33 
18 
17 
9 

 Left Area 4p 
 Left Area 6 
 Left Area 4a 
 Left Area 3b 

-35 -32 60 6.30 
Area 4a 50% 
Area 4p 40% 
Area 3b 40% 

Caudal 
cingulate/ 
SMA cluster 

 
17 10  Left Area 6 -11 -14 48 5.74 Area 6 50% 

Rostral 
cingulate/ 
pre-SMA 
cluster 

10 2 
1 

 Left Area 6 
 Right Area 6 0 11 44 4.77 Area 6 10% 

Cerebellum 
cluster 
(lobule 4-5) 

3 
   

21 -53 -20 4.56  

* Number of 3 mm isotropic voxels in cluster  
** Number of voxels assigned to cytoarchitectonic areas in the maximum probability 
maps [33]. Note that the summation is not equal to the cluster size because the maps do 
not cover the entire cortical surfaces.  

† Probability of peak location belonging to each area. Note that the summation can be 
over 100% because a probability map for each area was independently determined.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Sensorimotor memory of weight asymmetry in object 

manipulation tasks 

3.1 Abstract 

Using a precision lifting task, we examined how sensorimotor memory related to the 

location of centre of mass transfers across changes in hand (left and right), hand 

orientation, and object orientation. We measured fingertip forces and object tilt when 

subjects lifted a rectangular box with an unseen weight located in one end. Transfer was 

assessed after subjects lifted the box 10 times, during which the large initial tilt was 

reduced by asymmetrically partitioning the vertical load forces applied by the index 

finger and thumb. We found good transfer when the hand was rotated 180° regardless of 

whether or not the object was also rotated 180° and whether the same hand or opposite 

hand was used upon transfer. When the object was rotated and the hand was not rotated, 

negative transfer was observed when the same hand was used and no transfer was 

observed when the opposite hand was used. When switching hands, no transfer was 

observed unless the hands were rotated relative to one another. To explain these results, 

we propose that subjects maintain an internal representation of asymmetry but can not 

always link this representation to the configuration of the object in space. When only the 

object is rotated, subjects do not appear to be able to harness the working memory 

resources that we suggest are required to appropriately transform the internal 
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representation of the weight asymmetry. In contrast, when the object and hand undergo 

similar rotations, the rotation of the effector appears to facilitate this transformation.  

3.2 Introduction 

Most studies of manipulation have focused on fingertip force control when lifting objects 

using a precision grip with the tips of the index finger and thumb contacting opposing 

vertical surfaces. To lift the object, vertical load forces, tangential to the grip surfaces, 

must be generated. At the same time, grip forces, normal to the grip surfaces, must be 

produced so as to prevent the object from slipping. When lifting, people generally scale 

their load forces to the predicted weight of the object such that they increase load force 

more rapidly when the expected weight is greater (Johansson and Westling, 1988; 

Gordon et al., 1991a,b; 1993). This scaling occurs prior to lift off and therefore must be 

anticipatory. Grip force is modulated in phase with the load force and the gain of grip 

force to load force modulation is scaled predictively for the expected frictional conditions 

between the digits and the object (Johansson and Westling, 1984). Similar in-phase 

modulation of grip and load forces is observed during movements of hand-held objects 

(Flanagan and Wing, 1993; 1995; 1997; Flanagan and Tresilian, 1994). Anticipatory 

fingertip force control also occurs when lifting objects with asymmetric weight 

distributions. People tend to avoid tilting such objects by appropriately scaling fingertip 

forces and torques (Goodwin et al., 1998; Jenmalm et al., 1998; Wing and Lederman, 

1998; Johansson et al., 1999; Salimi et al., 2000; 2003). Prediction is critical in skilled 

manipulation tasks because of lengthy time-delays in sensorimotor control loops 

associated with receptor transduction and encoding, central processing, neural 

conduction, and muscle activation (Flanagan et al., 2006).  
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When first lifting an object, people rely on visual and, if available, haptic 

information about object size (Gordon et al., 1991a,b,c; Flanagan and Beltzner, 2000), 

shape (Jenmalm and Johansson, 1997; Jenmalm et al., 1998; Wing and Lederman, 1998; 

Johansson et al., 1999) and identity (Gordon et al., 1993) to predictively scale their 

fingertip forces and torques. However, once an object has been lifted, fingertip forces 

tend to be strongly influenced by knowledge – or sensorimotor memory – gained from 

previous lifts of the object with either the same (e.g., Johansson and Westling, 1984; 

1988) or the other (Gordon et al., 1994) hand. In the absence of visual and haptic cues, 

sensorimotor memory dominates after a single lift. For example, when repeatedly lifting a 

test object, the weight of which is occasionally and unexpectedly altered, people update 

their force output within a single trial following a weight change (Johansson and 

Westling, 1988). In the presence of misleading cues, a number of trials may be required 

before sensorimotor memory predominates (Gordon et al., 1991c; Flanagan and Beltzner, 

2000; Grandy and Westwood, 2006). 

People are able to accurately predict the grip and load forces needed to lift and 

move objects with a variety of mechanical properties including elastic, viscous, and 

inertial loads (Johansson and Westling, 1984; Flanagan and Wing, 1997; Flanagan et al., 

2003). This suggests that people learn, store, and make use of knowledge of object 

mechanical properties in manipulation tasks and the term internal model has been used to 

refer to such knowledge (Johansson and Westling, 1988; Flanagan and Wing, 1997; 

Wolpert and Flanagan, 2001). The notion that internal models are used for predictive 

fingertip force control has been challenged by Quaney and colleagues (2003) who 

suggested that sensorimotor memory may be based on recent fingertip actions rather than 
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object properties. They showed that when subjects generate a strong grip force when 

pinching a force transducer before lifting an object, the grip force used during the lift is 

substantially greater than when the test object is lifted without prior pinching. However, 

Cole and colleagues (2006) recently showed that this finding does not extend to load 

force; the generation of vertical load forces at the fingertips prior to lifting an object does 

not influence load force development during the lift. Therefore, these authors suggested 

that separate internal representations may be used for grip and load force control (see also 

Quaney et al., 2005). However, it should be emphasized that whereas load force depends 

solely on object mechanics (e.g., weight), grip force is also influenced by the frictional 

conditions between the digits and object as well as the grip safety margin selected by the 

individual to guard against slip. Thus, the memory mechanism specifying the ratio of grip 

force to load force may be independent of the internal model of object mechanical 

properties used to control load forces. 

Although there is support for the notion that people store information about object 

mechanics, how this information is represented, generalizes across tasks, and is updated 

during changes in body or object configuration is not fully understood. Gordon and 

colleagues (1994) demonstrated that information about object weight, obtained when 

lifting with one hand, is used when subsequently lifting with the other hand. Similarly, 

information about surface texture (or friction conditions) also transfers across the hands 

(Johansson and Westling, 1984). These results suggest that knowledge of object 

properties is independent of the effector used in manipulation. Subsequent studies 

investigated how information about object properties transfers across changes in object 

orientation. Edin and colleagues (1992) used an object with different textures at two 
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opposing vertical contact surfaces. When the orientation of the object was held constant, 

subjects quickly adopted (within a single trial) a strategy to ensure similar safety margins 

at each digit. Specifically, they tilted the object such that the digit contacting the more 

slippery surface exerted less vertical lifting force than the digit contacting the less 

slippery surface. This load force partitioning is predictive in that it is observed prior to lift 

off. If the object is rotated, reversing the frictional conditions at each digit, subjects do 

not adapt their load forces appropriately nor do they act as if the object did not rotate. 

Instead, subjects abandon their previous strategy and generate similar load forces at the 

two contact surfaces as when first lifting the object. This result suggests that people fail 

to update their sensorimotor representations related to frictional conditions when the 

object is rotated. Quaney and Cole (2004) replicated the finding of Edin and colleagues 

(1992) but also showed that after 180° hand rotation, participants correctly scaled their 

fingertip forces even though the mapping between digits and contact surfaces was 

reversed. Thus, whereas sensorimotor memory of frictional conditions can be readily 

updated with changes in hand configuration, this is not the case for changes in the 

configuration of the external object. 

Salimi and colleagues (2000) found that when repeatedly lifting an object with an 

asymmetric weight distribution where the weight is displaced along the grip axis, subjects 

quickly learn to apply a larger load force at the digit closest to the centre of mass so as to 

avoid tilt. If the object is rotated 180˚ and lifted by the same hand, or translated and lifted 

by the other hand, people generate nearly equal load forces with each digit on the next lift 

and a large tilt is observed. Thus, as with sensorimotor representations related to 

frictional conditions (Edin et al., 1992), people fail to update their sensorimotor 
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representations related to weight distribution when the object is rotated. This finding led 

Salimi and colleagues (2000) to suggest that weight asymmetry is represented in terms of 

digit-specific forces or motor commands. 

The current study investigated the control of fingertip forces when lifting an 

object with an asymmetric weight distribution. We manipulated three main variables: the 

orientation of the hand, the orientation of the object, and the hand (left or right) used in 

lifting. One of the primary aims of this study was to test whether representations of 

weight distribution can be updated when the hand is rotated. If so, we would have 

evidence that object weight distribution is not represented in terms of digit-specific 

forces. We also tested whether rotating the hand enables subjects to compensate for a 

corresponding rotation of the object. If this were the case, it would suggest that the 

effector rotation can facilitate the updating of sensorimotor memory related to weight 

distribution when an object is rotated. 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Subjects 

A total of 72 subjects participated in this study and received payment for their 

participation. All subjects were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, 

and did not report sensorimotor deficits. Subjects gave informed consent before 

completing the study and the experimental procedure was approved by a local university 

ethics board and complied with the Declaration of Helsinki. Subjects were randomly 

assigned to one of 9 conditions with 8 subjects per group. 
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3.3.2 Apparatus 

In all experiments, subjects lifted a rectangular box cut from balsa wood (see 

Figure 1A). The box was 15 cm long, 4 cm wide, and 4 cm high with a hidden 150 g lead 

weight, the centre of which was located 2.5 cm from one end. The centre of mass of the 

test object was located along the long axis and the weight was inserted from the bottom 

of the object (with a plug holding it in place) such that no visual cues indicated its 

presence or location. The mass of the box alone was 191.8 g and the mass of the box with 

handle attached was 260.5 g. The handle was mounted centrally on top of the box with 

two parallel grip surfaces (3 cm diameter, 4 cm apart) oriented such that the axis normal 

to the two surfaces was parallel to the long axis of the box. The grip surfaces were 

mounted on miniature force/torque sensors (Nano 17 F/T sensor, ATI Industrial 

Automation, Garner, NC) that measured the forces and torques applied by the thumb and 

index finger in 3 dimensions. An electromagnetic position/angle sensor (FASTRAK, 

Polhemus, Colchester, VT) was fitted into the bottom of the box midway along the long 

axis. The cable to this sensor, which was very flexible so as not to generate torques on the 

box, passed through a slot cut out of the tabletop so that the box rested evenly on the 

table.  

3.3.3 Procedures 

While standing, subjects lifted the box from a tabletop at waist height. The box 

was positioned with the long axis parallel to the coronal plane of the subject, who was 

instructed to grasp the handle by placing the thumb and index finger in the centre of the 

grip surfaces and to lift the box no more than 2 cm above the surface of the tabletop. A 

high-pitched beep signaled them to lift the box and a second low-pitched beep signaled 
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them to replace the box. The experimenter monitored each lift and suggested corrections 

to lifting technique but not tilt. Each subject completed 3 blocks of 10 lifts followed by a 

fourth block consisting of a single lift. Subjects were not permitted to lift the box prior to 

the beginning of the experiment. In all experimental conditions, with the exception of the 

control condition, one or more task variables were alternated between blocks such that 

blocks 1 and 3 were the same and blocks 2 and 4 were the same. These variables included 

the hand used to lift, the orientation of the box, and the orientation of the hand. When the 

box orientation was changed, subjects used their right hand to rotate the box by either 

sliding it over the tabletop or lifting, spinning, and then replacing it. Drawings illustrating 

the 9 conditions are shown in Figure 3. For each condition (or group), half the subjects 

began with the weighted end of the box on their right while the other half began with it 

on their left. 

In the control condition, all lifts were performed with the right hand with a short 

pause between blocks approximately equal to the pause in other conditions (about 30 

seconds). In the switch hand condition, blocks 1 and 3 were performed with the right 

hand and blocks 2 and 4 were performed with the left. In the rotate & switch hand 

condition, blocks 1 and 3 were performed with the right hand and blocks 2 and 4 were 

performed with the left hand rotated such that the left index finger gripped the same 

contact surface as the right index finger and the left thumb gripped the same contact 

surface as the right thumb. In the rotate object: lift, rotate object: slide, and rotate object: 

slide with cue conditions, subjects rotated the object between blocks by either lifting it or 

sliding it across the tabletop. All lifts were performed with the right hand and the right 

hand was used to rotate the objects. In the rotate object: slide with cue condition, a red 
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dot was attached to the upper surface of the box, positioned directly above the centre of 

mass. In the rotate object & switch hand condition, the box was slide rotated between 

blocks. Blocks 1 and 3 were performed with the right hand and blocks 2 and 4 performed 

with the left hand. In the rotate hand condition, blocks 1 and 3 were performed with the 

hand in the normal grip position. For blocks 2 and 4, the subject rotated their hand such 

that their thumb and index finger grasped the opposite grip surfaces as in blocks 1 and 3. 

The rotate hand & object condition was similar to the rotate hand condition except that 

box was slide rotated by the subject between blocks. 

3.3.4 Data analysis 

Force and torque signals were sampled at 1000 Hz and the position and 

orientation signals, updated at 60 Hz, were over-sampled at 1000 Hz. We defined the tilt 

of the box as the angle between the long axis of the box and the horizontal. The tilt was 

positive when the heavy end of the box (i.e., the end with the inserted weight) was lower 

than the light end. For each trial, the first peak tilt after lift off and the load forces for 

each finger at the moment of lift off were determined. Lift off was deemed to have 

occurred when the height of the box reached 0.2 mm and remained above 0.2 mm for at 

least 100 ms. 

3.4 Results 

Figure 1B shows, for a single subject in the rotate object: slide condition, force 

and position traces from the first and tenth trials of block 1. On the first lift, the vertical 

load forces initially applied by the thumb and index finger to the grip surfaces on the 

heavy and light sides of the box, respectively, were similar and this led to a large initial 
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tilt of the box towards the weighted side (positive tilt). In subsequent lifts, the two load 

forces were adjusted so as to reduce object tilt. On the tenth lift, the load force applied by 

the thumb to the heavy side was greater than the load force applied by the index finger to 

the light side at lift off. Consequently, the initial peak tilt was reduced. 

The tight link between load forces at the moment of lift off and initial peak tilt is 

illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2A shows the average load forces applied to the heavy and 

light sides of the box, as well as the average difference between these forces (heavy 

minus light), for all trials performed by subjects in the rotate object: slide condition. 

Figure 2B shows the corresponding average initial peak tilts. As illustrated in Figure 2C, 

a clear inverse relationship between the average difference in load forces at lift off and 

peak initial tilt was observed (r2 = .82; p < .001). Because of the high correlation in these 

two measures, we will only report initial peak tilt in describing the results for the 

different experimental conditions. 

Figure 3 shows mean initial peak tilt, averaged across subjects, as a function of 

trial for all 9 conditions. As expected, subjects significantly tilted the box on their initial 

lift in all conditions. On average, the initial peak tilt in the first trial was 8.60° (SE = 

0.38°) and did not vary across groups (F9, 60 = .96; p = .49) or depend on the location of 

the inserted weight (F1, 60 = .60; p = .44). To characterize performance in each group, we 

focused on four dependent variables. To estimate transfer across the task variable(s) that 

changed from block to block, we examined the change in peak tilt from trial 1 to trial 11. 

(The crosses in Figure 3 indicate significant effects.) For each of the eight experimental 

conditions, we also compared this change to the difference in peak tilt between trials 1 

and 11 in the control condition. (The number signs in Figure 3 indicate significant 
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effects.) To quantify learning across blocks with the same task variable(s), we examined 

the difference in peak tilt between trial 1 and trial 21. (The stars in Figure 3 indicate 

significant effects.) Again, for each of the experimental conditions, we also compared 

this change to the difference in peak tilt between trials 1 and 11 in the control condition. 

(The yen symbols in Figure 3 indicate significant effects.) 

In the control condition, where the right hand was used throughout and the 

orientations of the box and hand were unchanged across blocks, the peak tilts on trials 11, 

21, and 31 were small (M = 2.6°, 2.9° and 2.5°, respectively). As expected, the peak tilt 

in trial 11 was significantly less (F1, 7 = 32.8; p = .001) than in trial 1 (M = 8.8°). 

In the switch hand condition, where the right and left hands were used in alternate 

blocks but the box and hand orientations were held constant, the peak tilts in trials 1 (M = 

10.3°) and 11 (M = 10.6°) were not reliably different (F1, 7 = .17; p = .69). Furthermore, 

the change in peak tilt from trial 1 to trial 11 was significantly different (F1, 14 = 23.9; p = 

.000) than in the control condition. Thus, the adaptation of the right hand to the mass 

asymmetry did not transfer to the left hand, a result consistent with the findings of Salimi 

and colleagues (2000). The peak tilt in trial 21 (M = 7.2°) was smaller than in trial 1 (F1, 7 

= 11.0; p = .013). However, the reduction in peak tilt from trial 1 to trial 21 was less than 

the reduction from trial 1 to trial 11 in the control condition (F1, 14 = 4.98; p = .042). This 

suggests that using the left hand in block 2 interfered, at least partially, with sensorimotor 

memory employed when using the right hand. 

In the rotate & switch hand condition, where the left hand was rotated so that the 

left thumb and index finger contacted the same contact surfaces as the right thumb and 

index finger, respectively, the peak tilt in trial 11 (M = 4.7°) was less (F1, 7 = 9.05; p = 
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.02) than in trial 1 (M = 8.2°). Moreover, the reduction in peak tilt from trial 1 to trial 11 

was not reliably different than the reduction in the control condition (F1, 14 = 2.88; p = 

.12). The peak tilt in trial 21 (M = 4.2°) was smaller than in trial 1 (F1, 7 = 11.9; p = .011) 

and this reduction was not reliably different than the reduction from trial 1 to trial 11 in 

the control condition (F1, 14 = 2.03; p = .18). Thus, transfer of learning from the right to 

the rotated left hand was observed and, in addition, lifting with the rotated left hand (in 

block 2) did not significantly interfere with subsequent performance with the right hand 

(in block 3). 

In the rotate object: slide and rotate object: slide with cue conditions, where 

subjects rotated the box between blocks by sliding it, the peak tilt in trial 11 was greater 

than in trial 1 (F1, 7 = 14.3; p = .007 and F1, 7 = 11.9; p = .011, respectively). The changes 

in peak tilt from trial 1 to trial 11 were both reliably different (and in the opposite 

direction) than in the control condition (F1, 14 = 42.0; p < .001 and F1, 14 = 41.6; p < .001, 

respectively). Thus, subjects failed to account for the rotation of the box and acted as if 

the weight was still on the same side. For both conditions, no reliable difference in peak 

tilt was observed between trials 1 and 21 (F1, 7 = .43; p = .53 and F1, 7 = .85; p = .39, 

respectively), and the differences between trials 1 and 21 were both significantly different 

from the change between trials 1 and 11 in the control condition (F1, 14 = 16.2; p = .001 

and F1, 14 = 17.1; p = .001, respectively). This indicates that lifting the rotated box in 

block 2 interfered with performance on block 3 where the box was rotated back to its 

original orientation. These results also indicate that the cue marking the heavy end of the 

box was of no benefit to the subjects, a finding consistent with previous work (Salimi et 

al., 2003). A similar pattern of results was observed in the rotate object: lift condition 
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except that the increase in peak tilt from trial 1 to trial 11 did not reach significance (F1, 7 

= 4.79; p = .065) and the increase in peak tilt from trial 1 to 21 was significant (F1, 7 = 

9.40; p = .018). We anticipated that the process of lifting the box, rotating it in the air, 

and replacing it might provide subjects with information about the location of the centre 

of mass of the object in its new orientation, thereby facilitating transfer between blocks. 

However, a trend towards negative transfer was observed in trial 11 and, as in the two 

slide rotate conditions, interference was seen in the 21st trial where the object was 

returned to the original position. Thus, facilitation due to lifting the object when rotating 

it was not observed. 

In the rotate object & switch hand condition, where subjects rotated the box (by 

sliding it) and switched hands between blocks, the peak tilt in trial 11 (M = 7.2°) was not 

reliably different (F1, 7 = .41; p = .55) than in trial 1 (M = 7.9°). Moreover, the reduction 

in peak tilt from trial 1 to trial 11 was reliably less (F1, 14 = 12.2; p = .004) than in the 

control condition. Thus, as in the switch hand condition, the adaptation of the right hand 

in block 1 did not transfer to the left hand in block 2. The peak tilt in trial 21 (M = 4.2°) 

was smaller than in trial 1 (F1, 7 = 10.8; p = .013) and this reduction was not reliably 

different than the reduction from trial 1 to trial 11 in the control condition (F1, 14 = 2.57; p 

= .13). Thus, lifting the rotated box with the left hand (in block 2) did not significantly 

interfere with improvement in performance across successive blocks (1 and 3) with the 

right hand. 

In the rotate hand condition, where the orientation of the box was constant and 

the right (lifting) hand was rotated between blocks, the peak tilt in trial 11 (M = 3.6°) was 

smaller (F1, 7 = 14.2; p = .007) than in trial 1 (M = 10.0°). This reduction in peak tilt was 
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not reliably different (F1, 14 =.003; p = .95) than the reduction from trial 1 to trial 11 in the 

control condition. Thus, the adaptation of the right hand to the mass asymmetry 

transferred when the hand was rotated. A similar result has been reported for lifting 

objects with asymmetric frictional conditions at the two grasp surfaces (Quaney et al., 

2004). Although the peak tilt in trial 21 (M = 4.1°) was smaller than in trial 1, this 

reduction was not significant (F1, 7 = 3.53; p = .10) due to the high variability of the peak 

tilt values in trial 21. However, this reduction was not reliably different than the reduction 

from trial 1 to trial 11 in the control condition (F1, 14 = .008; p = .93).  

In the rotate hand & object condition, where the box and the right hand changed 

orientation between blocks, the peak tilt in trial 11 (M = 3.1°) was smaller (F1, 7 = 22.4; p 

= .002) than in trial 1 (M = 9.7°). This reduction in peak tilt was not reliably different (F1, 

14 =.03; p = .87) than the reduction from trial 1 to trial 11 in the control condition. Thus, 

the adaptation of the right hand to the mass asymmetry transferred when both the right 

hand and box were rotated. The peak tilt in trial 21 (M = 4.8°) was smaller than in trial 1 

(F1, 7 = 29.7; p = .001) and this reduction was not reliably different than the reduction 

from trial 1 to trial 11 in the control condition (F1, 14 = .93; p = .35). Thus, retention of 

learning was observed from block 1 to block 3. 

3.5 Discussion 

The results from all conditions demonstrate that subjects tilted the object on the 

first lift but reduced this error during subsequent lifts under the same conditions. Subjects 

achieved this error reduction by asymmetrically partitioning the load forces exerted by 

the digits as has been previously demonstrated (Salimi et al., 2000). One strategy subjects 

could have employed to reduce tilt, even in initial trials, would be to stiffen their fingers, 
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hand, and arm. In this case, asymmetric load forces would be generated reactively (in the 

mechanical sense) during the lift. The fact that all subjects in all groups demonstrated 

substantial tilt in the initial trials and, in many cases, the first trial of subsequent blocks, 

indicates that they did not use a stiffening strategy. This conclusion is further supported 

by the fact that subjects generated asymmetric load forces prior to lift off in trials in 

which they were able to predict the weight asymmetry. 

We tested whether information about weight distribution was transferred between 

hands in the switch hand and rotate object & switch hand conditions. Prior lifting with 

the right hand was neither beneficial nor detrimental when first lifting with the left. Thus, 

subjects did not use knowledge gained by the right hand when initially lifting with the 

left hand. These findings replicate those of Salimi and colleagues (2000) who concluded 

that sensorimotor memory of object weight asymmetry is not available to both hands. If 

memory of weight asymmetry was digit-specific and available to the like-digits on both 

hands, negative transfer would be expected in the switch hand condition and positive 

transfer would be expected in the rotate object & switch hand condition. Of course, if 

memory of weight asymmetry was represented in object coordinates and available to both 

hands, we would expect good transfer in all conditions. These results indicate that in 

these two switch hand conditions, sensorimotor memory is reset after the hand is 

switched and the adaptation begins as if the subject were naïve with respect to the object. 

The initial representation used before the switch may be retrieved once the hands are 

switched a second time. In both the switch hand and rotate object & switch hand 

conditions, subjects made smaller errors in blocks 3 and 4, presumably by using 

information from previous experience with the hand and box configuration. 
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In the third switch hand condition, rotate & switch hand, the left hand was rotated 

relative to the right and the orientation of the box was held constant. Thus, as in the 

rotate object & switch hand condition, the required balance of thumb and index finger 

load forces was the same for both hands. However, in this condition, unlike both of the 

other switch hand conditions, subjects showed good transfer. The findings from the three 

switch hand conditions cannot be explained with simple reference to digit force matching 

or the orientation of the object. We suggest that transfer is not observed when the change 

in task requires mental rotation of the object either in space (rotate object & switch hand 

condition) or relative to the hand (switch hand condition). In contrast, the representation 

of the weight distribution of the object readily accommodates rotation of the hand. As 

noted above, information about the overall weight of an object transfers between the 

hands (Gordon et al., 1994). This good transfer is consistent with our suggestion because 

object mass is unaffected by rotation of the object either relative to the hand or in space.  

In three related conditions, we examined transfer when the object was rotated and 

subjects always lifted with the same, right hand in the same orientation (rotate object: lift, 

rotate object: slide and rotate object: slide with cue). Significant negative transfer was 

observed in two of the three conditions in that tilt in the first transfer trial (trial 11) was 

greater than in the initial trial (trial 1). Moreover, in all three conditions, when the object 

was rotated back (trial 21), tilt was greater than in the initial trial with the same object 

orientation (trial 1). The lack of good transfer following object rotation is consistent with 

the results of Salimi and colleagues who employed conditions similar to our rotate 

object: slide (2000) and rotate object: slide with cue (2003) conditions. However, these 

authors did not report negative transfer in these conditions (Salimi et al., 2000; 2003). 
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Our finding of negative transfer indicates that subjects incorrectly applied their 

experience from previous lifts after rotation. Although Salimi and colleagues (2000) did 

not report negative transfer, they nevertheless concluded that subjects store the specific 

digit forces (or motor commands) required to lift the object in memory rather than the 

weight distribution of the object. Alternatively, we suggest that subjects may represent 

the weight asymmetry of the object but are unable to update this representation when the 

object is rotated, perhaps because they do not (or can not) invest the spatial working 

memory resources that may be required. Whereas negative transfer was observed when 

the object was rotated and the same hand was used (in the same orientation), no transfer 

was seen when the object was rotated and the other hand was used. Thus, when an object 

is rotated, switching hands appears to enable subjects to abandon their previous fingertip 

force strategy that persists when the same hand (and hand orientation) is used.  

Although poor transfer was observed when only the object was rotated and the 

same hand was used (i.e., the three rotate object conditions), excellent transfer was seen 

when only the hand was rotated in the rotate hand condition. This finding is consistent 

with Quaney and Cole (2004) who demonstrated an equivalent result with friction. These 

authors showed that subjects adapt their fingertip forces when the contact surfaces have 

different frictional conditions and this adaptation transfers when the hand (but not the 

object) is rotated. In the Quaney and Cole (2004) study, the object was rotated by the 

experimenter while the subject watched, whereas in the current study, the subjects rotated 

the object themselves. The similarity of the results obtained in these two studies suggests 

that rotating the object oneself is not a critical factor in maintaining the learned 

adaptation when rotating one’s hand. Our results suggest that weight asymmetry, like 
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frictional asymmetry, is readily maintained in memory when the hand is rotated. This 

argues against the idea that weight asymmetry is represented using a digit specific 

sensorimotor memory (Salimi et al., 2000) or in terms of wrist supination-pronation 

torques.  

 The fact that subjects can incorporate rotation of the hand but not the object when 

predicting fingertip forces suggests that there is a clear distinction between rotations of 

the sensorimotor apparatus and rotations of objects in the external environment. 

However, this simple distinction can not explain the novel results obtained in the rotate 

object & hand condition, where excellent transfer was observed after subjects rotated 

both their right hand and the object. We suggested above that subjects do not update 

representations of weight asymmetry when the object is rotated because they can not (or 

choose not to)  harness the appropriate spatial working memory resources required. 

However, the good transfer seen in the rotate object & hand condition indicates that such 

updating can occur when object rotation is linked to rotation of the hand. We suggest that 

when the rotation of an object is coupled to the rotation of an effector (the hand in this 

case), the former can be integrated into motor memory. In other words, the rotation of the 

hand facilitates the rotation of the object representation in memory. This capacity may 

develop through our extensive experience manipulating objects where rotations of the 

hand and object are coupled. A link between mental rotation of an external object and 

effector rotation has been demonstrated by Wexler and colleagues (1998). These authors 

used a standard mental rotation task (see Shepard and Cooper, 1982; Kosslyn, 1980 for 

reviews) where subjects were presented with two visual images that differed by rotation 

and, in some trials, reflection. Subjects had to judge, as quickly as possible, whether one 
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version of the image was a reflection of the other or not. In this task, reaction time 

depends on the shortest angular displacement between the images (Shepard and Cooper, 

1982). Wexler and coworkers (1998) asked subjects to perform this mental rotation task 

while simultaneously rotating the hand and found that reaction times were shorter when 

the shortest rotation between the images was compatible with the direction of hand 

rotation.  

 In summary, we have shown that information about weight asymmetry, like 

information about frictional asymmetry, can be updated following rotation of the hand. 

We have also shown that when the hand rotates, subjects can accommodate rotation of 

the object which, as shown previously (Salimi et al., 2000; 2003) and replicated here, 

they cannot do when only the object is rotated. Taken together, our results argue against 

the idea that weight asymmetry is represented in effector- or torque-specific sensorimotor 

memory. We suggest that it is important to distinguish between the ability to represent 

asymmetric loads and the ability to update such representations when the orientation of 

the object changes. It is plausible that people maintain internal representations related to 

weight asymmetry but may or may not be able to make appropriate use of these 

representations when the orientation of the object changes (and the visual appearance of 

the object does not provide ecologically meaningful information about its weight 

distribution). People appear to be able to integrate changes in object orientation when the 

hand undergoes a corresponding change in orientation but not when the hand orientation 

remains constant. 
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FIGURE 4. Apparatus and sample records. A. Using the tips of the index finger and 
thumb, subjects lifted a lightweight wooden box (15 x 4 x 4 cm) from a central handle 
with two vertical contact surfaces mounted on force-torque sensors. A hidden weight of 
150 g was inserted in one end of the box. A position-angle sensor was inserted into the 
bottom of the object midway along its long axis. The cable from this sensor passed 
through a slot in the tabletop. B. Kinetic and kinematic data from the first and tenth lifts 
performed by a single subject in the rotate object: slide condition when lifting with the 
right hand with the weight on the thumb side (see gray square in inset). The two trials are 
aligned at the time the object lifted off the surface, indicated by the vertical line. The 
large tilt seen in trial 1 (gray traces) was reduced in trial 10 (black traces). 
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FIGURE 5. Relationship between load forces and object tilt. A. Load forces, averaged 
across subjects in the rotate object: slide condition, as a function of trial. The load forces 
applied to the heavy and light sides of the box and the average difference between these 
forces (heavy side minus light side) are shown separately. As illustrated in the inset, in 
this condition, the object was rotated between blocks such that the location of the added 
mass (indicated by gray squares) relative to the hand changed. B. Corresponding average 
peak tilt values. A and B. Vertical lines represent ± 1 standard error. C. Average peak tilt 
plotted against the average difference in load forces (heavy side minus light side) at lift 
off. Each point (n = 31) represents a trial number. A reliable negative relationship was 
observed by load force asymmetry at lift and the peak tilt following lift off (see text for 
details). 
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FIGURE 6. Object tilt as a function of trial, block and condition. Each panel shows mean 
peak tilt, averaged across subjects, as a function of trial for one of the nine experimental 
conditions. The vertical bars represent ± 1 standard error, trials within each block are 
joined by a black line, and a gray line joins the first trials of the four blocks. The left and 
right drawing below each panel illustrate the hand and hand and object orientations used 
in blocks 1 and 3 and blocks 2 and 4, respectively. Four statistical comparisons were 
performed for each condition (except the control condition where three comparisons were 
performed). The † indicates a significant difference between trial 11 and trial 1 and the * 
indicates and a significant difference between trial 21 and trial 1. The # indicates that the 
difference between trials 1 and 11 in the condition in question was reliably different than 
the difference between trials 1 and 11 in the control condition. Finally, the ¥ indicates 
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that the difference between trials 1 and 21 in the condition in question was reliably 
different than the difference between trials 1 and 21 in the control condition. 
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CHAPTER 4 

General Discussion 

4.1 General Findings 

 The fMRI imaging study in Chapter 2 demonstrated significant neural activity 

associated with grasping the handle of a novel object in preparation for movement. This 

activation was found primarily in the ipsilateral cerebellum and the contralateral 

supplementary motor areas. Because this activity was present only when subjects were 

required to perform the task, we suggest that these brain regions play a role in recruitment 

of the internal model of the task mechanics. 

 The experiment using real objects in Chapter 3 investigated the ability of subjects 

to update or transfer sensorimotor memory of weight distribution. We demonstrated that 

subjects are able to use knowledge about the centre of mass from previous experience 

when the hand is rotated with or without the object, but not when the object alone is 

rotated. We suggested that people may store internal models of object mechanics but are 

unable to link them to the orientation of the object in space. However, when the object 

and the effector (the hand in this case) move together, people are able to integrate  these 

changes to accurately update the internal model. 

4.2 General Interpretations 

 After subjects adapt to a force field on a manipulandum, they do not show 

noticeably distorted hand paths when moving in the natural environment, despite showing 

strong after effects in the laboratory environment (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; 
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Lackner and DiZio, 2005; Cothros et al., 2006). Furthermore, the after-effects reappear if 

the manipulandum is re-grasped (Lackner and DiZio, 2005; Cothros et al., 2006). These 

results support the idea that internal models of object mechanics are instantaneously de-

recruited and re-recruited as the environment changes. In experiments where subjects 

adapt to non-contacting, velocity-dependent inertial Coriolis forces generated by a 

rotating room, their hand paths are displaced when the rotation stops unless there are 

compelling visual cues to indicate the presence or absence of rotation (Cohn et al., 2000). 

Therefore, the CNS is able to compensate for the inertial forces in a context-specific 

manner only if accurate contextual cues are available. 

The results of our fMRI experiment suggest that neural activity related to the 

loading of an internal model occurs in response to grasping the robotic handle and not 

just at movement initiation. This is consistent with the notion that contextual cues 

associated with a novel object may facilitate learning a distinct internal model of the 

object mechanics (Cothros et al., 2006). 

 Although people are easily able to acquire an internal model of the mechanics of a 

novel object, we demonstrated in our second experiment that, in most cases, they are 

unable to update this model when the configuration of the object changes. Despite 

effecting the object rotation themselves, subjects were unable to correctly partition their 

fingertip forces to lift an object with an asymmetrical weight distribution unless they 

rotated their hand with the object. When the object was rotated and then lifted with the 

same hand in the same configuration as before the rotation, subjects demonstrated after-

effects and tilted the object more than expected. This indicates that they continued to use 

the unmodified, and now incorrect, internal model acquired before the rotation. 
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4.3 Research Limitations 

 The majority of previous fMRI research has used a block design in which subjects 

perform a large number of identical trials in quick succession. This technique greatly 

increases the data acquisition period and improves the statistical quality of the  BOLD 

signal. However, for the experiment in Chapter 2 we were interested in capturing the 

neural activity that occurred in direct response to a single, brief event. Buckner and 

colleagues (1996) demonstrated that single trial experimental paradigms (now called 

event-related) can produce robust and sensitive imaging data. The disadvantage of this 

technique in comparison to a block design is that the signal intensity changes are 

generally much smaller, requiring higher temporal resolution and a greater number of 

trials. We chose to use event-related analysis at the time of the cue signal to avoid any 

direct relationships between increased neural activity related to the internal model and 

neural activity related to the movement executed during the task, occurring seconds later. 

 Twelve subjects in total participated in the fMRI study, but the control task for 

one group of six was an isometric wrist extension while the other group squeezed the 

handle. It is reasonable to expect that two distinct internal models would be used for the 

two control tasks, especially because they involved two different muscle groups. 

Although we found no significant differences in signal intensity changes between the 

groups, the small group size may not have been powerful enough to detect subtle 

differences. The results would be more compelling if each control group had the same 

size and power as the test group. 

 Although there were a large number of experimental conditions in Experiment 2, 

each with eight subjects per group, several questions about the flexibility of internal 
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models remain unanswered. When grasping a long and narrow object, such as the box 

used in our study, it is perhaps more natural to use a grip axis perpendicular instead of 

parallel to the long axis of the object. Some of our results may have been affected by the 

awkwardness of such a grasp configuration, leading to decreased learning and transfer. 

 Subjects were able to update internal models of the object mechanics when they 

rotated their hand with and without the object, but we did not test whether this finding 

was also true for rotation of the entire body. In other words, if the object remains 

stationary, but the subject walks around the object, are they still able to appropriately 

partition their fingertip forces? We also did not test whether our results, that were based 

on lifts executed by the dominant hand, were also applicable to the non-dominant hand. 

4.4 Future Directions 

 There are several interesting studies that follow on the findings of the two 

experiments in this thesis. The experiment in Chapter 2 was one of the first fMRI studies 

involving the use of a robotic manipulandum capable of monitoring and perturbing arm 

movements. Several other MR-compatible robotic devices are now being built and tested 

to further characterize the neural correlates of  learning, planning and executing motor 

tasks (Riener et al. 2005, Gassert et al. 2006, Suminski et al. 2007). As the technology 

improves to allow two or more degrees of freedom and rapid changes of direction in 

whole arm reaching movements, many studies investigating internal models could be 

replicated with the addition of fMRI data. 

 The real objects used in Experiment 2 can be applied to many more questions in 

motor learning. The grip surfaces were located on a handle in the centre of the object, but 

not all objects are always lifted from the centre. For example, we intentionally grip a 
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hammer as far as possible from the centre of mass to generate a large torque when hitting 

a nail. Therefore a logical extension of the precision lifting study would be to investigate 

how the representation of mass distribution is transferred across different grasp points. 

Are people able to use previous experience from lifting an object at one grasp point to 

successfully adapt their fingertip forces when lifting from another grasp point? 

 Previous work has demonstrated that subjects accommodate their grasp 

configuration to facilitate object manipulation when the centre of mass is known (Lukos 

et al., 2007). However, it is reasonable to expect that the selection of grasp points is 

affected by the intended action to be performed with the tool. The most effective grasp 

point on a hammer might be very different when the intention is to pass it to a friend 

rather than to hit a nail. Using a visually uniform but asymmetrically weighted object, we 

could investigate whether or not people adjust their contact points depending on the task 

to be performed. 
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